How do you stay on top of evolving regulatory changes to
strengthen compliance?
Redica’s External Monitoring module provides automated and customized surveillance of
changes in the regulatory environment, expert commentary, and machine translations to
ensure signals aren’t missed. Leveraging Redica’s modern technology and the “real world”
knowledge of seasoned experts gives you back precious time for analysis, planning, and taking
critical action.

>65 Global Health
Agencies
3,000 Data Sources
Expert Daily Monitoring
Streamlined
Communication
Automated
surveillance alerts
and expert analysis
on regulatory
changes

STAY ABREAST OF CRITICAL
REGULATORY SIGNALS

OUR CURRENT SOLUTION IS
HIGHLY CONFIGURABLE

WEEKLY SCANS AND HIGH IMPACT
ALERTS FROM INDUSTRY EXPERTS

Traditional regulatory intelligence
approaches are resource-intensive
and still often miss risk signals and
emerging trends. Streamline your
regulatory intelligence process to ensure
you never miss an important signal to
remain compliant.

We configure our tools to your unique
monitoring objectives and data
requirements. Our dynamic design
capabilities ensure each user can
quickly find, review, and assess
critical information based on their
functional area.

Monitoring communication includes
links for drill-down research and
commentary from Redica experts.
Additional analysis opportunities are
available for users with our Redica
Systems Enforcement Analytics
module.

OUR APPROACH

INTELLIGENCE GATHERED BY
LEADING INDUSTRY EXPERTS

JANE WASTL

JAMIE COLGIN

Senior GMP Quality Expert

GCP Expert

Served in Eli Lilly leadership and
technical positions in site and
corporate quality assurance, quality
control laboratory, training, master
scheduling, capacity planning, and
six sigma.

Experience in statistics, validation,
audits, monitoring, validated SAS
program development, GLP & GCP
system evaluation, P&P writing, and
set new standards for communicating
audit findings.

BARBARA W. UNGER

JERRY CHAPMAN

MARK AGOSTINO

Senior GMP Quality Expert Consultant

Senior GMP Quality Expert

GMP/Medical Device/Combo Products Expert

Led Amgen’s Corporate GMP Audit
group focused on API manufacturers,
Quality Systems, and Computers.
Developed, implemented, and
maintained the GMP Regulatory
Intelligence program for 8 years.

Designed and implemented Eli Lilly’s
comprehensive GMP intelligence
process to identify, analyze,
and archive pertinent drug GMP
regulations, inspection findings, trend
discovery, and best practices.

Experience in quality assurance,
supplier quality, and regulatory affairs.

A critical differentiator in our
External Monitoring solution is the
combination of Redica’s industry
leading technology and automation
with oversight and direct access
to some of the best minds in the
industry.

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION — REDICA.COM — 844-332-3320

